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Descriptive transcript: $100M 
Announcement 
 

The video starts with Siteimprove CEO Shane Paladin standing in front of the camera in 
his Copenhagen office. Wearing a light blue shirt and a dark-blue, checkered jacket, 
Shane is only visible from the chest up as he’s close to the camera that he looks directly 
into.  

Shane says: “Hey, I am Shane Paladin, CEO of Siteimprove. You might’ve seen the news 
that we’ve reached 100 million dollars in annual recurring revenue.”  

A Siteimprove logo appears to the left side and a name tag that reads “Shane Paladin, 
CEO” appears as well and disappears again after a short while. 

Shane continues: “We couldn’t be more excited about this milestone. Reaching $100M 
ARR is incredible. Not many companies get to this stage.”  

The video cuts to an even closer look at Shane as we now see only his shoulders and 
face, and while gesturing with his hands he says:  

“We’re excited because this milestone is about more than just financial growth for our 
company. It’s proof of our momentum. We’re part of the movement towards an internet 
that’s truly built for everyone.” 

The video cuts back to the original view of Shane. Shane continues: “That’s what 
motivates me every morning. Our dedication to making the world a more inclusive place. 
It’s remarkable to see the impact we make every day in people’s lives, both personally 
and professionally, as a company and individuals. What we do is personal. According to 
the UN, 15% of the world’s population has a disability.” 

The video zooms in on Shane’s face again as he says: “Many Siteimprovers joined the 
company because they or a loved one is a member of that 15%. We want to contribute to 
a more inclusive and accessible place for people with disabilities. Are you looking to 
make that kind of an impact? Then we want you to join us.” 

The video zooms back out as Shane says: “We’re looking for companies and individuals 
to partner with us who are passionate about Siteimprove’s purpose to empower people 
to do more through digital accessibility and inclusivity.” 

As the video zooms in on Shane’s face, he says: “In 2022 and beyond, we look forward to 
empowering even more companies and individuals to create accessible and inclusive 
digital experiences and seize the opportunities that come with content that’s optimized 
for all.” 

The video ends with a quick transition where a Siteimprove logo appears on the screen.     


